13 August 2019

Kingsbridge Estate

Dear resident,
An introduction to the Regeneration Team
My name is Ceire Sheehy, I am writing to introduce myself to you as the Regeneration
Officer for the Kingsbridge Estate. I will be working alongside the Regeneration Manager –
Leigh Pattison and the Head of Regeneration – Paul Handley to speak to the residents of
Kingsbridge about the future of the estate. This is only the start of a conversation that is likely
to take place over a number of months.
You may remember in early 2019 that the Regeneration team contacted residents living on
the Kingsbridge Estate by putting up posters, door knocking, and leaving calling cards. As a
result of this engagement a Resident Steering Group was formed to help guide the coming
conversation with you all.
The Resident Steering group have been meeting monthly since April 2019. These Steering
Group meetings are attended by members of the One Housing Regeneration Team, Mike
Tyrell - Resident Advocate, and the recently appointed Independent Resident Advisors - New
Mill. If you are interested in reading the minutes from any of these meetings please contact
me on the details provided at the end of this letter.
In Autumn/Winter 2019 we will be ‘Starting the Conversation’ with all residents on the
Kingsbridge Estate. We aim to meet with a resident from every household to carry out a short
questionnaire capturing your views and thoughts about the estate; which will be used to
begin to develop options for the future of the estate. In the coming months we will write to all
households to arrange a suitable time to carry out this questionnaire, we will always be
flexible and offer a time that suits residents.
A copy of the questionnaire will be enclosed in the letter so that all households have a
chance to read it prior to meeting with us. All households will have the opportunity to request
the presence of either Mike Tyrell (Resident Advocate) or New Mill (Independent Resident
Advisors) when we meet with you to carry out the questionnaire.
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In the meantime, if you have any questions or would like to discuss the above in more detail
please do not hesitate to contact me.

We look forward to meeting with you soon.

Yours Sincerely

Ceire Sheehy
Regeneration Officer
csheehy@onehousing.co.uk
020 7428 4275

